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Parks Agency's White Jim Crow Police Intimidate a Black Officer
Just Like It Intimidates Black Cemetery Defenders

BETHESDA, MD: A Black Montgomery Parks police officer sued the department this
week for allowing fellow white officers to mistreat him – just as Parks intimidates
members of the Black community who try to stop it from desecrating Bethesda’s historic
Black African Moses Cemetery.

Officer Mike Miles’ lawsuit demands a jury trial and alleges multiple counts of racial
discrimination, working in a racially hostile environment and, when he complained, racial
retaliation from both the department and his supervisor, Sgt. Stephanie Harvey.

While Park Police have countered that it “does not tolerate racism or harassment in the
workplace,” Miles lawyer, Erika Jacobsen White, said, “The fact that this kind of overt
racist behavior has gone on unchecked inside the Police Department is just
tremendously egregious, and it affects not only Officer Miles but the citizens they are
charged to protect.”

“Meanwhile, just as his department hides behind denials among his police, Parks
Director Mark Riley refuses to talk with the public about his desecration of the historic



Moses African Cemetery,” commented Marsha Coleman-Adebayo, president of the
Bethesda African Cemetery Coalition.

“Riley continues to refuse to let members of the Bethesda African Cemetery Coalition
get any further than the lobby of the County Building where they asked to talk with him,”
she said.

“Jim Crow racial discrimination has been the department’s reason for being since it was
founded early in the last century,” she said. “It was founded then, as now, early in the
last century to aid in the destruction of the Black community of Bethesda, enforce racial
covenants, and now make sure Moses African Cemetery is turned into a playground.

“Discriminating against Black officers goes hand-in-glove with discriminating against
Black ancestors and their descendants,” she said.

As reported by the New York Times and Bethesda Beat, a white supervisor and other
police officers in the Parks Department talked together about preparing for a “race war,”
and expressed hope that Black Lives Matter protesters would be killed. In his lawsuit,
Officer Miles says that they repeatedly made racist, hateful and offensive comments on
a group text chain that was used to discuss work assignments and other business.

The officers sent the texts, which are excerpted in the lawsuit, as protests set off by the
murder of George Floyd by a white police officer in Minneapolis in May 2020 swept
across the United States, increasing scrutiny of police brutality and racism.

At the time, Officer Miles, who was hired in October 2019, was the only Black officer in
his squad, known as “Shift 5,” which he joined in March or April of 2020, and which
operated primarily in Montgomery County.

According to the lawsuit, the unit’s supervisor, Sgt. Stephanie Harvey, questioned
whether Officer Miles, who is mixed race and identifies as Black, would be “on our side”
in a “race war.”

“At least half of u is!” she texted, according to the lawsuit.

Another time, she said she was “ready” for a “race war,” and added, “I need more ammo
though,” the lawsuit states.



When discussing Black Lives Matter protesters, she texted: “Well they got the Army out
there sooooo … hopefully they will get to kill some people,” and, “Kill em all,” the lawsuit
states. When an officer sent out a photo of an albino squirrel, Sgt. Harvey replied:
“Squirrels gotta Nazi too,” the lawsuit states.

During roll call on Aug. 4, 2020, Sergeant Harvey referred to a squad meeting about two
weeks earlier during which she had told the chief that the department should not
support Black Lives Matter demonstrators.

“Why didn’t you speak up?” Sgt. Harvey asked Officer Miles, according to the lawsuit.
“You’re the only half-colored on the squad.” The other officers laughed at the comment,
the lawsuit states.


